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Dr. Robert Bruce Banner may look like a mild-mannered scientist, but after being caught in a gamma bomb explosion, he became the unstoppable engine of destruction known as the Hulk! Stan Lee and Jack
Kirby's atomic update on the Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde paradigm mixed the might of giant monsters with Cold War intrigue and psychological drama. Decades later, it's a formula that still has readers clamoring for
more! For the first time, this Epic Collection follows Hulk's every adventure. His original series; his time with -- and against -- the Avengers; his first confrontation with the Thing; encounters with Spider-Man
and Ant-Man; and a mythic battle with Thor! COLLECTING: Incredible Hulk (1962) 1-6; Fantastic Four (1961) 12, 25-26; Avengers (1963) 1-3, 5; Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 14, Tales to Astonish (1959) 59;
Journey into Mystery (1952) 112
Presents stories of the incredible Hulk as he fights such characters of the Marvel Universe as Wolverine, the Silver Surfer, Spider-Man, and the Fantastic Four.
Kicking off with a Hulk/Giant-Man throw down, and pulling no punches into a toe-to-toe with the mighty Hercules, Dr. Robert Bruce Banner's mean, green alter ego battles General Thunderbolt Ross, the
Leader and his Humanoids, the Executioner and more.
Caught in the heart of a nuclear explosion, victim of gamma radiation gone wild, Dr. Robert Bruce Banner now finds himself transformed during times of stress into the dark personification of his repressed
rage and fury: the Incredible Hulk, the most powerful manlike creature ever to walk the face of the earth! COLLECTING: HULK (1962) 1-6; TALES TO ASTONISH (1959) 60-91
Iron Man, Wasp, Thor and Black Panther—members of Marvel's Avengers--take on a cosmic bad guy in this all-new action-packed Little Golden Book! Iron Man, Wasp, Thor and Black Panther—members of
Marvel's Avengers—team up to take on a threat to the entire galaxy in this out-of-this-world adventure! Little Golden Books are a great way to introduce kids to all the heroes in the Marvel Universe.
Fans of the superhero Hulk know that he was originally Dr. Robert Bruce Banner, who experimented with gamma rays and other radioactive things. One day, a professor went into an experiment chamber to
repair equipment, and received a radiation charge incomparable with life. But he didn't die as his father made him unusual. Robert began to turn into a monster of incredible strength when he was angry. In
the form of the Hulk, firearms do not affect him, he does not feel pain, and even a direct hit of a nuclear bomb is not capable of causing damage. We invite you to celebrate the superhero and his
achievements, which will help you with any Hulk coloring from our collection.
For use in schools and libraries only. Tells the story of Bruce Banner, a mild-mannered doctor whose injury by a gamma bomb leads to his involuntary transformation into the Hulk, a green giant with
superhuman strength.

"Doctor David Banner, physician, scientist, searching for a way to tap into the hidden strength that all humans have. Then an accidental overdose of Gamma Radiation alters his
body chemistry. And now, when David Banner grows angry or outraged, a startling metamorphosis occurs..." You Wouldn't Like Me When I'm Angry: A Hulk Companion is the
incredible true story behind The Incredible Hulk TV series in one Hulk sized book! For 5 seasons, Banner traveled the backroads of America (which resemble the Universal
Studios backlot) on his quest to cure himself. You Wouldn't Like Me When I'm Angry: A Hulk Companion tells the tragic story of star Bill Bixby, whose real-life misfortunes left him
resembling his tormented alter ego, David Banner. With Marvel heroes now Hollywood's biggest stars, The Incredible Hulk was their first live action success! The book introduces
you to: -Hulk creators Stan Lee & Jack Kirby and how the comic-book character was cancelled after only six issues! . -Lou Ferrigno, The Hulk himself and how the upbeat, deaf
bodybuilder became TV's unlikeliest star. -Meet the men who played Thor, Demi-Hulk & Evil Hulk on the show. -Guests like Xander Berkeley, Loni Anderson, Rick Springfield &
Edie McClurg! With over 500 pages of Gamma-powered goodness, the book includes: exclusive interviews, rare photos & a moving foreword by Lou Ferrigno. -A complete
episode guide, including all 5 TV movies & 2 feature films. ---The unfinished SHE-HULK pilot Bill Bixby appeared in and reveals what sports star played her. -What color were
Hulk & She-Hulk going to be on TV? (Hint: NOT Green!) -Which Bond villain was cast as Hulk before Ferrigno? -What California governor almost landed the role...but wasn't tall
enough? Journalist PATRICK A. JANKIEWICZ, writer for Wizard & Fangoria, takes an incredible look at the incredible cult TV series!
"Goes into extensive detail about the individual characters starting from their origins and their transition and evolution through the decades...makes for fascinating
reading”--Collector’s Corner The Incredible Hulk is one of the earliest Marvel Comics superheroes. Through the decades, the character and his narrative elements--the causes
of Bruce Banner's transformations, the Hulk's strength, intelligence and skin color, the stories' tone, theme and sources of conflict--have been continually reinvented to remain
relevant. This collection of new essays explores Marvel's more than five decades of Hulk comics. The contributors analyze the Hulk and his supporting cast in their shifting
historical contexts, offering insights into both our popular entertainment and our cultural history. Topics include the Cold War's influence on early Incredible Hulk issues, a feminist
reading of She-Hulk and writer Peter David's focus on the AIDS crisis.
Explores what strength is and how it can be developed using a comic book character, the Incredible Hulk, to demonstrate, and provides information on that character and how he
came to be.
The Hulk returns to the big screen on June 13, in an all-new film from Universal Pictures, starring Edward Norton and Liv Tyler. Fans can reenact scenes from the movie or
create their own with the reusable stickers included in this book. Full color. Consumable.
The Hulk is out for revenge! And he'll have plenty of heavy hitters to unleash his anger on in the latest Marvel Masterworks! The Abomination, Juggernaut and Rhino are just the
first in a murderer's row of earth-shaking enemies before the ever-incredible Hulk. Then, a battle with the Cobalt Man will send Hulk raging to Attilan, home of the Inhumans! To
save their hidden city, they launch Hulk into deep space - but a mean green course correction lands Hulk on Counter-Earth! COLLECTING: INCREDIBLE HULK (1968)
#171-183.
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Bruce Banner thought he'd finally tamed his inner beast, until the latest rampage of his alter ego, the Hulk, resulted in the death of a child. His face plastered on TV news
broadcasts coast to coast, Banner has no choice but to become a man on the run. Not only are the police in hot pursuit, but a pair of deadly assassins also are tracking the
beleaguered scientist's every move. Aided only by the elusive "Mr. Blue," will Banner resort to deadly force to escape his pursuers? Plus: what does it really feel like to bear the
guilt of responsibility for the death and devastation caused by the Hulk? COLLECTING: Incredible Hulk 34-39, Startling Stories : Banner 1-4
What are the most deadly animals in the world and where do they live? Find out in Spiders and Other Deadly Animals! Learn about the animals that can kill us through lifethreatening true stories! Filled with amazing photography and clear text, Spider
The Incredible HulkGolden Books
The Abomination has allied himself with URSA, an organization dedicated to restoring the Soviet Union. But Abomination is using URSA to further his own mad quest for vengeance on all who
have wronged him--especially the Hulk!
Readers learn all about the Hulk's awesome superpowers and see him smash his most fearsome foes.
Bruce Banner was once just a shy scientist. But after a devastating lab accident, he became The Incredible Hulk. Join the action as this Super Hero fights against Abomination in his complete
origin story as told in The Incredible Hulk. Re-live all of The Avengers' individual stories before they reassemble in Marvel's Avengers: Age of Ultron. © 2015 Marvel. All Rights Reserved.
Collecting Incredible Hulk (1968) #102-117 And Annual #1, And Material From Tales To Astonish (1959) #97-101 And Not Brand Echh #9. I smash, you smash, but nobody, nobody, smashes
like Hulk smash! Leaping out of the pages of TALES TO ASTONISH and into his own ongoing title again, the Incredible Hulk has twice the space to shake the Earth with his mighty rage. And
he’ll need it! The Hulk travels far and wide — but doesn’t make too many friends along the way! The jade giant’s travelogue of destruction leaves the Mandarin, the Inhumans, the Sandman
and the entire Savage Land rubbing sore jaws. And when Hulk’s archnemesis the Leader returns, all bets are off — as writer Stan Lee joins with iconic Hulk artist Herb Trimpe (who makes his
debut in this very volume!) to pull out all the stops!
Dr. Robert Bruce Banner may be a mild-mannered scientist, but after being caught in a gamma bomb explosion, he was transformed into the unstoppable engine of destruction known as the
Incredible Hulk! From the earliest Stan Lee/Jack Kirby issues that put an irradiated angle on the Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde complex, to Steve Ditko's psychological slobberknockers in TALES TO
ASTONISH and the Jade Giant's return to his own solo series, Marvel is proud to present everyone's favorite man-monster from the very beginning! Featuring General Thunderbolt Ross; Betty
Ross, the tortured woman who loves Bruce Banner; vile villains from the Leader to the Abomination; and earth-shaking battles against the Silver Surfer, Thor, Giant-Man, Namor, Hercules and
more! COLLECTING: Incredible Hulk (1962) 1-6, Tales to Astonish (1959) 59-101, Incredible Hulk (1968) 102; material from Not Brand Echh (1967) 3, 9
As one Leader falls, another rises! An epic clash between the Hulk, the Leader and the U-Foes is going to end very badly for the gamma-brained villain. Rick Jones' girlfriend Marlo won't fare
any better: She dies! But thankfully, that's not the end of her story. As for the Hulk, he's about to get an offer he can't refuse - one that puts him in charge of the Pantheon! Collecting: Incredible
Hulk (1968) #397-406, Incredible Hulk Annual #18-19; material from Namor the Sub-Mariner Annual#2, Silver Surfer Annual #5, Dr. Strange, Sorcerer Supreme Annual #2, Marvel Holiday
Special #2 (Incredible Hulk Epic Collection Vol. 19).

To stop an army of Hulk clones that is carving a path of destruction through Manhattan, Spidey and Hulk must sort out a maze of intrigue involving double agents--and the sinister
Dr. Doom.
An introduction to the Incredible Hulk for the youngest superfans--featuring art by legendary artist Sal Buscema! Jump into action with the Incredible Hulk, the super strong hero
that Scientist Bruce Banner turns into whenever he gets angry. Learn all about his abilities, skills, and friends in this bright and bold board book, with art from the classic comics
by Sal Buscema. Vivid colors and three special gatefolds make for a fun-filled read perfect for the youngest kids and long-time Marvel fans alike.
The Incredible Hulk in his first ever Little Golden Book! He's big, he's strong, he's green—he's the Incredible Hulk! Boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love learning all about the Hulk's
awesome superpowers and seeing him smash his most fearsome foes in this action-packed Little Golden Book!
Good things come in small packages, and nowhere moreso than in the pocket sized piccolos, adorable TASCHEN appetizersof pin up stars, body parts, photographers, and
superheroes.
Struggling to give his wife a normal life, avoid an obsessed army officer, and defeat the imbalance that causes him to turn into the Incredible Hulk, Dr. Banner conducts a risky
experiment that is complicated by his wife's pregnancy. Reprint.
With word-for-word narration by Stan Lee, this picture book retells the classic origin of the Incredible Hulk! Dr. Bruce Banner was always a quiet, shy boy. When he got older,
Bruce became a scientist and went to work for the Army. But when an experiment went wrong, Bruce found himself caught in a blast of dangerous gamma radiation. Now, in
times of stress or anxiety, Bruce Banner transforms into the rampaging, green-skinned monster known as the Incredible Hulk!
Explores the comic books, television program, merchandise, and motion picture featuring the giant green monster known as the Hulk and his alter-ego, scientist Bruce Banner.
The second collection of classic early material finds The Hulk opposed by the army, arch enemies, and even his girlfriend as General "Thunderbolt" Ross tries to destroy him and the Leader and the
Abomination, two other humans altered by gamma radiation, arrive. A Graphic Novel. Original.
Collecting classic tales from the 60s, this volume is timed to coincide with Marvel's brand new Hulk movie due for release June 20th 2008. Featuring the works of Stan Lee, Jack Kirby and Steve Ditko, it plots
the origins of The Incredible Hulk, including his very first appearance. Perfect for seasoned comic fans and new-comers alike, this is an essential read for those wanting to experience the rise of the most
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famous monster in comic history.
Collects Incredible Hulk (1968) #314-330, Incredible Hulk Annual (1968) #14-15, material from Marvel Fanfare (1982) #29. Strange changes for the Hulk! Doc Samson has a wild plan to separate Bruce
Banner and the Hulk for good — but can Banner survive without his emerald alter ego? And can the planet survive a rampaging, Banner-less Hulk? As the Avengers battle the behemoth, a new team of
Hulkbusters forms — and Bruce, seemingly free at last, finally finds happiness with Betty Ross! But two halves of a whole can’t stay apart forever, and the Hulk that returns is surlier, craftier — and gray! But if
this is the Hulk, then who’s the long-haired green giant smashing up the American Southwest? And which longtime supporting character will meet their maker? Featuring the complete classic John Byrne run
— and the status quo-smashing setup to Peter David’s multiyear epic!
Join Captain Marvel’s pet, Chewie, as she wreaks havoc in the lives of Marvel’s most popular characters! Gain a new perspective on beloved favorites such as Spider-Man and Iron Man, formidable villains
including Thanos and Galactus, and antiheroes like Deadpool, as they all become the playthings of this capricious “cat” creature. Originally shared on Marvel’s official Instagram, these comic strips have
been collected with all-new content into a gift book that will delight Marvel and cat enthusiasts alike! -- VIZ Media
New York Times best-seller Fred Van Lente (AMAZING SPIDER-MAN) and acclaimed artist Tom Fowler (VENOM) retell the beginnings of the Green Goliath and his alter ego, Dr. Bruce Banner, for a new
generation! Featuring Betty Ross, General "Thunderbolt" Ross, Gamma Base, Rick Jones and the introduction of a new Hulk villain! Collecting: Hulk: Season One (2012), Immortal Hulk (2018) 1
The Incredible Hulk goes after evil men who have trapped miners inside a mine so they themselves can have all the gold.
The Hulk is smashing his way into another monstersized Masterworks! It's not a happy Hulk, but it is an action-packed Hulk who you'll see face off against the Boomerang, the android Hulk-Killer - and the
Abomination, in his classic first appearance! That's only the warm-up, though! The cosmos itself shudders when the strongest man-like being in the Marvel U. battles the Silver Surfer, the Sub-Mariner and the
Mighty Thor! It's action and adventure as only Stan Lee and a host of incomparable Marvel Age artists, from Marie Severin and John Buscema to Gil Kane and Bill Everett, can bring you! COLLECTING: Tales
to Astonish (1959) 80-101, Incredible Hulk (1968) 102
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